Steelhead Migration
Obstacle Course
Materials

Soccer cones or
anything to mark
places

Jump rope or
heavy rope

Open space

Your class

Obstacles
Obstacle #1 Jump Rope (Hydropower Turbine)
Two people turn a jump rope. Students run under the rope.
Students may go in groups or along the edges of the jump rope. If
student hit by jump rope, "steelhead" dies and return to the start.

Obstacle #2 Fish Ladder
Students must weave their way through the cones set up in a line
to represent a fish ladder. If they touch one of the cones, they
must return to the start of the fish ladder and do it again.
Obstacle #3 Low Water Level
Two people will be holding a jump rope steady as a limbo line.
Students must make their way under the limbo line without
touching it. If they touch it, they die and return to the back of the
line
See next page for set-up and how to start the game.
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Steelhead Migration
Obstacle Course
Set-Up

Finish

Low Water Limbo
Ocean
Fish Ladder

Jump Rope (Turbine)
Start

Directions
1

Students line up next to a start cone. They are eggs hatching into fish.

2

As two people turn the jump rope (turbine), it is the job of the "fish" to run under
the turbine. If they are hit by the jump rope, they must return to the start. Retry!

3

4

5

If the "fish" makes it past the start cone, run to the ocean. Students must run back
and forth between the two ocean cones. If you have an extra person, you can
name an ocean predator. The ocean predator can tag fish in the ocean. If tagged,
return to the start cone to retry!
Set up four-five cones (or chairs, balls, hats, etc) in a line. The "fish" now needs to
weave in and out of the cones. This is the fish ladder that fish need to jump up.
Two people hold up a long stick or another jump rope as a limbo line. The fish
now needs to get under the limbo line. The limbo line is a symbol for low water
levels. If they make it past the low limbo line, they are home free. Head to finish!
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